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Percy French:
The Yarragh and theYearning
John Waters
‘It is a good definition for great music of all kinds–that it appears to sound as
though it has just happened, just is; that it is an unforced, perfectly sequenced
order of the right notes and the right spaces, combining in a way that reveals/
responds to that part of the human experience that is, or wants to be, spiritual.’
Paul Morley, Words and Music, A History of Pop in the Shape of a City, 2003
‘Songs are just thoughts’, said Bob Dylan, ‘For the moment they stop time.
Songs are supposed to be heroic enough to give the illusion of stopping time.
With just that thought. To hear a song is to hear someone’s thought, no matter
what they’re describing’. The given thought arrives, by definition of its own
accord, or at least independent of the effort of the thinker. And it is concrete,
which is to say relevant. And that’s how songs begin. A great song contains
a special kind of thought, the kind that strikes you as having occurred just
to you alone, but which, on investigation, offers confirmation that the heart
of another is a little like your own. Great songs unite us around thoughts that
are not immediately visible, or already consensual, or even thoughts that seem
close to madness.

Intimate outsider
In its interweaving of words and music–and rhythm and texture and personality–the song goes to another place which is not so accessible by other means.
Songs, poems and prayers use the same circuits and are held in the same
storehouse in the heart. The song emerges from that space in the human heart
where the ultimate quality of reason resides, and brings it to life. It is, really,
a cry. Perhaps it is becoming the only place in the modern world, where the
most fundamental cry may still be heard.
The songwriter, then, is a gifted shaman of the secret but shared world of
thought. And the singer who sings his song sings not just the song, but the
thought that is in the song, and therefore the life of the author and the lives,
of those who listen and are touched, moved by the song. Percy French was
one of a rare breed of phenomenon in Irish culture: an intimate outsider who,
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precisely because he never quite belonged,
was able to see and hear things that the natives
glossed over: in the landscape for his paintings
and in the weave and tick of human life for his
songs. Like J M Synge, or more recently Shane
MacGowan, he had that ability to notice the
architecture of human interaction and the music
that is its language, to which so many of us,
fluency notwithstanding, are largely deaf.

Absolutely local
J M synge

percy french

Playing outside our house as a young fella
was often coloured, sometimes arrested
by the distant sound of my mother singing
Percy French songs in the kitchen, knowing
that something in them allowed her to become
changed. For her, in those days when ‘pop music’
was a matter of intense scrutiny and discussion,
it might have seemed odd that these songs–
tighter than come-all-yes and looser than
Moore’s melodies–and created out of the fields
and boreens she grew upon in Cloonyquin
and Kilina–The Avenue, the long straight road
to The Cross, the tunnel of trees–could have
been called by the same name as the songs
of the Beatles or Cliff Richard. This was for her,
for sure, a pop music of the absolutely local,
a music midhusbanded in the mysterious underwoods of Cloonyquin. These songs which had
had their first life in the years before her birth,
survived into her time so they might be named
as among the first ‘pop songs’ in the world ever
to answer to that name.
When she sang these songs, she too was at once
possessed of and by them. They filled her out,
a yeast of the heart and soul, and sent her into
a place that only she belonged to.

Shane MacGowan
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Rare songs bring to mind Bono’s idea about ‘eternal melodies’: ‘You can’t imagine
that melody not existing’. Many of French’s songs are like that: when you hear them
for the first time you are certain you have heard them before.
Aside from being a writer of songs, Percy French was a singer of songs–the songs
he made himself, or at least put his name to, for these songs seem to have existed
long before him. His songs come into being as great blurts of understandings
given birth by the voices of those who seem to have been born to sing them, like
Cathy Jordan, who sings as if possessed of that rare quality of being sung by the
song as much as it allows her to sing the song.
In a film of the life of the Irish tenor John Count McCormack, the lead role is played
by McCormack himself. In one scene, he seeks to explain to his accompanist what
he is trying to achieve–the difference between merely ‘singing’ and becoming
unified with the song. He says: ‘You have to have the yarragh in your voice.’

Yarragh
Yarragh is an Irish word, a kind of fusion of several words that are not quite words
at all. It contains something of the exclamation ‘Arra!’, a kind of cry of recognition,
sometimes delivered in grief, sometimes frustration, sometimes joy–as when meeting an old friend. There is also present something of a ‘Yes’. The yarragh is both
plea and affirmation, which begins at a moment at which a change has entered
in, a point where the words and notes and sounds have together become what
Patrick Kavanagh called ‘airborne’. The yarragh is the quality in sung music that
enables that strange, mysterious process by which the singer enters a song so
completely that the song acquires the life of the singer for itself.
It is really the ultimate distillation of the singer’s life and the art that has touched
him: the blues, jazz, poems, words, thoughts, dreams–all channelled into a voice
capable of, as the American rock writer Greil Marcus, writing about Van Morrison,
described as ‘striking a note so exalted you can’t believe a human being is responsible for it, a note so unfinished and unsatisfied you can understand why the
eternal seems to be riding on its back’.
In his book, When That Rough God Goes Riding, Listening to Van Morrison, Marcus
wrote that getting the yarragh meant acquiring a sense of the song as a thing
in itself, ‘with its own brain, heart, lungs, tongue and ears’–and its own ‘desires,
fears, will and even ideas’. The question might really be, as Morrison himself put
it: ‘Is the song singing you?’ If it isn’t, either singer or song is failing to meet the
yarragh test.
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john lennon

The yarragh demands a quality in the singing
that cannot be achieved with any ordinary song.
It occurs in the singing of particular songs,
special songs, songs that exist for no earthly
purpose other than to become vehicles for the
sacrament of the yarragh. The quality that
renders possible the yarragh depends on the
capacity of the song to be both intimate and
universal in the same moment. The yarragh
can be built into a song by a great singer, usually
for his own exclusive use, like almost anything
written and sung by Tom Waits. It can also be
built into a song by a songwriter momentarily
or occasionally touched with genius, even for
just this single song, like maybe Mundy’s July.

Between syllables and words

cathy jordan

It is something that a great singer can happen
upon randomly in a song that no one else has
heard correctly, like Johnny Cash singing Bruce
Springsteen’s Highway Patrolman (so much
better than the original, which, if you have not
heard Cash’s version, will seem to be as great
as the song can rise to, but no). It can occur
in songs that have no known authors, that
emerged from a thousand souls over a thousand
years, taking with them the residue of their
times and teleporting it to the unconscious of
each new singer in her own moment of singing,
rendering her unable to avoid the electric
charge that has built up between syllables,
between words. A charge that, properly channelled, somehow carries with it the truth of
every version of the song ever enunciated,
which suggests the song was never touched
by human tinkering, but always existed, a timeless, rootless, angelic thing that had no alternative but to exist because it said something that
needed saying and was not said elsewhere.

johnny cash
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A great song, sung like this, becomes Biblical, and this–whether they know it or
not–is the quality that all would-be songwriters seek to emulate when they hear
in despair the best songs of Bob, Van or Hank, either sung by their authors or by
someone who has dissolved his own ego sufficiently to allow the song to become
the singer of himself.
It is in that latter category of timeless, anonymous songs, strangely, that we can
trace the character of the yarragh in the work of Percy French. It is not to be located
in by any means all of his songs, or even most of them; but in his best work there
is this sense from the first bars that this song has always existed, that it sprung into
the world fully formed, that it was not ‘written’ so much as copied down, that its
words are pure and perfect and could not be bettered by one further drafting, that
the song has passed through not merely the mind of a mortal man but was forged
in the smithy of the soul of an entire people through the aeons of time. Like the
best of Dylan’s songs, much of French’s work aspires to the condition of ‘folk’, and
frequently attains it. The words are as though written by a tribe over time, seeming
to be so carefully crafted, and yet crafted most of all to avoid seeming to be crafted
for their own sakes.
His songs sound natural, spontaneous, as though written by God as basic furnishings of the aural landscape of the rough-hewn world He may have abandoned halffinished. It seems as if they lay for centuries under rocks, or at the backs of caves,
waiting for their moment to add their feather’s worth of revelation. All great songs
are like this. John Lennon in a Newsweek interview in 1980 said:
‘Newton would never have had the apple fall on his head, and conceive
of what it meant, had he not been sitting under the tree, daydreamin’ So for
me, it’s the same with music. The real music comes to me, the music of the
spheres, the music that surpasses understanding, that has not to do with me,
(of which) I’m just a channel. So, for that to come through, which is the only
joy for me out of the music, is for it to be given to me, and I transcribe it like
a medium. But I have nothing to do with it other than I’m sitting under the
tree and the whole damn things comes down and I just put it down.’

Yearning
It is, I am convinced, this quality of givenness that inspired our mothers to sing
French’s songs as they worked: Phil The Fluther; Are You Right There, Michael?; Paddy
Reilly; The Mountains of Mourne… What attracted them to the songs was that they
could be sung without the slightest hint of pretension, that they gave expression
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to something complex but implicitly understood in both the culture and the person, and
above all the sense that they were a musical no
man’s land that anyone was entitled to invade.
They belonged to the long acre of song from
which both slave and Shah were entitled to
pluck fruits, and which enabled the yearning
of both to be expressed in ways that left no real
distance between them.
This is true of Eileen Oge, which combines
a sublime and complex melody with a salutary
lyric that captures and condenses into three
verses one of the great constants of male
appraisal of members of the opposite sex:
that they prefer a bit of rough to the effete
charms of the sensitive gentleman. This song
would only have been written by either a man
who has been that scorned, tender and empathetic soldier, or by a whole culture in which the
condition has been a talking point for centuries.
Somehow, as though by an atavistic alchemy,
French condenses the condition of the unrequited lover’s gut-wrench of incomprehension
and dismay into single lines in which the jauntiness of the melody twists the blade: ‘The upshot
of the ruction was that now the robber sits / With
his arm around the Pride of Petravore.’
There is, in that sole phrase, ‘the pride of Petravore’, a sense of disappointment and loss and
longing that might well be impossible to convey in any other trio of words–and it is utterly
devastating on that account. Eileen Oge is
stuffed with irony and mockery, as though
refracted through a kaleidoscope of broken
hearts, but it is an irony that French seemed
to direct mainly at himself by virtue of his own
percy french
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intimacy with the condition under discussion. Strangely, like most of French’s songs,
it is almost always better sung by a woman, when, at the mercy of a great, great,
singer (Cathy Jordan, perhaps, or Dolores Keane), the mockery can be brought
to the verge of sadistic delight.

Universality
The quality of geographical particularity in French’s songs is something that,
although long a feature of Irish songs of the sean-nós and ballad traditions–
and strangely is preserved in the mutant form that is Country ‘n’ Irish–has not been
a feature of the typical modern Irish pop song. This is perhaps because we hesitate
to connect universality with our own confidence-battering national experience,
seeking distance from our own place and all associations with it because
we assume outsiders will respond to it with something resembling the feeling
of shame we unconsciously carry on account of failing to address the self-hatred
that colonization imposed upon the Irish unconscious. Two interesting and quite
dissimilar exceptions are the songs of Van Morrison and those of the Saw Doctors.
Patrick Kavanagh, in his poetry, and single breathtaking song, brought the universalisation of the local to the level of high art, understanding that the local is the
portal to the absolutely universal. But when you try to think of other examples
you draw pretty much a blank. Such specificity is a given in modern American
music–in Springsteen and Willie Nelson, to mention but two–adding its heft
to the accumulating mythology it borrows from. We Irish hear the universal in
the particularities of other cultures but have ceased to notice it beneath our feet.
It takes the intimate outsider to override the pathologies and restore our vision
if only for three minutes.
But you need extraordinary songs for this, as the sculptor needs special stone for
his statues of gods and angels. I have never heard Van Morrison sing a Percy French
song, but I can hear him singing Eileen Oge or The Mountains of Mourne or Come
Back Paddy Reilly to Ballyjamesduff. I don’t know if Bob Dylan ever heard of Percy
French but I cannot imagine that if he happened upon a French songbook he could
put it down without filling his pockets as he did with the McPeakes and the Clancys.
French was a master songwriter of his time, or any time. His songs–a fair wedge
of them anyway–are timeless capsules of wit and yearning and grief and irony and
laughter. If there was a time when you thought of him as a Paddywhacker or
a Paddymocker, please put that embarrassing misapprehension behind you as
soon as you can. If we may speak of a Lennon and McCartney of our grandmothers’
time, Percy French was that man, those men, such a force of nature through whom
the gods spoke and their creatures were enabled to answer with an eloquence and
composure that did not seem in the slightest degree unequal.

■
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9.45 AM

WEDNESDAY
introduction and overview

John Waters
10.15 AM

lecture • questions & answers

Eoghan Harris
Percy French, My Mother and Politics of Tolerance
10.45 AM

tea / coffee

11.15 AM

lecture • questions & answers

Michael Harding
The Mountains of Mourne and the Art of Memoire
12.00 PM

lecture • questions & answers

Brian O’Connell
Castlecoote House–Revival
2.30 PM

afternoon recital

Mary O’Donnell Harp Teresa O’Donnell Harp
Jon Henderson Guitar
ASelection of Irish and French Melodies
3.15 PM

gardens open

Nine nights of top -class amateur drama
Roscommon Annual Drama Festival 2018
Friday 2nd–Saturday10th March
for further information and online booking visit

www.roscommondramafestival.com
Roscommon Arts Centre, Roscommon Town
box office telephone 09066 25824
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Castlecoote Lecture Series 2018

Myth & History 2018

The Judaeo–Christian dialogue:
history and evolving perpsectives
ere is much polemical anti-Jewish language in the
Gospels of Matthew and John. Yet in the last Gospel
we read clearly that ‘. . . salvation is from the Jews’.
Curiously that striking statement is mostly omitted
from the voluminous literature on Jewish and
Christian dialogue. But now in Europe and the USA,
church and synagogue dialogues are discussing common origins, and scholarly collaborations are reconsidering historical concepts. Re-examination of early
writings on ﬁrst-century Judaism is clarifying the
background of Christianity’s origins. is new series
of lectures will explore some key aspects of Judaism
and present them in an accessible way.

’

Kathy Nichols / ursday, 22nd February
Impact of the Hebrew language on Christianity
Francis Cousins / ursday, 8th March
Reading Parables in the Jewish setting:
how understanding Judaism deepens
our understanding of e Galilean
Dr Luke Macnamara osb / ursday, 12th April
A Jew on the margins: Paul of Tarsus
the ‘founder’ of Christianity
Dr Jonathan Kearney /ursday, 17th May
Too little too late? Christian guilt
and the study of Judaism

castlecoote house
castlecoote • co. roscommon
info@castlecootehouse.com • +353(0) 90 666 3794

www.castlecootehouse.com

Throughout the Middle Ages Christian
and Jewish scholars held public debates.
This16thcentury German illustrationshows
a disputation between priests and rabbis
wearing their Judenhut. Such discussions
continue to thrive today.
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10.00 AM

THURSDAY
lecture • questions & answers

John Waters
The Yarragh and the Yearning
10.45 AM

tea / coffee

11.15 AM

lecture • questions & answers

Dr Ita Beausang
The Rhythmic Journey of Percy French
12.00 PM

lecture • questions & answers

The Sean Freyne Memorial Lecture
Dr Finola Kennedy
Parish and Community:
The Parish Bell is Tolling
2.30 PM

afternoon recital

sean freyne 1935–2013

Róisín Waters O’Shea & Band
The French Reconnection
3.15 PM

gardens open

Douglas Hyde
Conference 2018

27th / 28th / 29th September
Celebrating 30yearsof arts,culture,heritage,
history, social and community programming
Formore informationpleasesee
www.roscommon.ie
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e Performing Arts & Co.Roscommon
Roscommon County Council, the
Arts Oﬃce and the Arts Oﬃcer are
delighted to be associated with and
support e Percy French Festival
2018. is festival has been an integral part of the cultural and literary
programme of events in County
Roscommon since 2009. It can also
be said that the festival has in the
recent past become one of the leading
cultural events in the country.One
need only look at some of the speakers
and contributors over the years–
om President Michael D Higgins to
Dom Mark Patrick Hederman, OSB,
the former Abbot of Glenstal Abbey,
om artist Robert Ballagh to musician Don Baker, to appreciate the
range, depth and quality of the various contributors over the years.

It is typical, nowadays to divide the arts into separate categories, such that the performing arts (theatre, dance and music) are diﬀerentiated from the
ﬁne arts (literature, painting, sculpture). In this
regard, it could be said that, there is a belief in
which the former elicits less rich aesthetic experiences or social commentary as the latter. It is with
much delight and satisfaction, that I now know
this to be wholly not the case and on the contrary,
that the performing arts and, in particular music,
can evoke intense feelings of understanding,
belonging and identity.
How does music contribute to how we understand and express ourselves? What is it that makes
music so fundamental and personal to us? How
is it that music is so intrinsically linked with an
awareness of who we are–our identity? When
we listen to a certain song, we relate it to our past
experiences. is can oen help us to solidify our
sense of identity and give us a sense of whom and
what we want to be like in the future. Music has
the capacity to allow us to listen to messages, to
meanings and to constructs that have always been
there. Music oﬀers us the opportunity, the space,
the total release to join the melody and song and
to be absent for a while.
e songs of Percy French allow us to be absent
and to travel along on the journey which he took
and takes us–they allow us to connect with ourselves. ey allow us to step oﬀ the unrelenting
train of urgency, pressure and time constraints.
His songs and words allow us instead, to gently
derail and connect to our past, to one another
and to the future–they oﬀer us hope before
boarding once again–refreshed with enhanced
creative, social and emotional skills.
Music is an integral part of Roscommon
County Council’s Arts Programme as is literature,
visual arts and drama. A particular focus of musi-

cal content in our programme is on children
and young people. We appreciate that music
and song can contribute to building friendships,
self-esteem and social skills.
We believe that music, a fundamental
method of communication, provides a channel
by which people can share emotions, hopes and
memories. Music can also provide a mechanism
for communication and interaction for those
whose special needs make other means of communication diﬃcult. It is with all of this in
mind that we are continuing to fund music,
song and dance as part of our arts activities and
why we are investing in Music Generation,
which will help children and young people
to access vocal and instrumental tuition in their
own locality. It is also why we are very pleased
to be involved with the Percy French Festival.
e American writer Henry Miller once said
‘Develop interest in life as you see it; in people,
things, literature, music–the world is so rich,
simply throbbing with rich treasures, beautiful
souls and interesting people. Forget yourself ’.
It is with events such as the Percy French Festival that we can begin to forget ourselves–just for
a moment, maybe for a few hours. We can listen
to beautiful music, song and verse and to messages that were always there–we just did not
allow ourselves the time to hear them. Maybe
now is that time.
I believe that the arts and culture add to
a person’s experience in–and of–life and are
a way of communicating and connecting with
others, society and the world. ey are a way
of creating, relating and of appreciating various
forms of art, music, song, dance, poetry, stories,
theatre and heritage. Arts and cultural activities
provide an opportunity to experience and
showcase what it is that makes us unique as
a people, thereby not only instilling a sense
of pride, but also creating a sense of belonging

to a county and to a people–creating a sense
of identity.
e individual is at the heart of any programme delivered by Roscommon County
Council and the arts and cultural programme
is no diﬀerent. rough the arts and culture,
the individual ﬁnds the space and freedom for
expression and creativity. On the other hand,
groups of like minded people also discover,
through arts and culture, shared interests, which
can unify and create a feeling of acceptance and
belonging. e Percy French Festival is a ﬁne
example of this.
e arts and cultural programme of Roscommon County Council must respond to the
unique needs and desires of the citizens of this
rural county. But any programme must also
challenge, stimulate and inspire with the introduction of those forms of art and culture which
are new, diﬀerent and oen out of the ordinary.
An inclusive and high quality programme,
which addresses all of this, must be the aspiration for–and aim of–those people within the
Council, who develop and deliver the arts and
cultural programme to the citizens of County
Roscommon. Nothing less will do, as the eﬀect
and impact are central to the quality of life of all
the citizens of the county. In this context, I wish
to acknowledge the passion and energy of the
Arts Oﬃcer, Mary Mullins, whose vision and
ongoing commitment and determination, is
driving and nurturing everything that embodies
the arts in Roscommon County Council.
Eugene Cummins
Chief Executive
Roscommon County Council
Áras on Chontae, Ardnanagh
Roscommon F42 VR98
+353 90 663 7100
www.roscommoncoco.ie
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10.00 AM

FRIDAY
lecture • questions & answers

Ed Vulliamy
Music during war, against war, about war, in search of peace
10.45 AM

tea / coffee

11.15 AM

lecture • questions & answers

Dr Karol Mullaney-Dignam
Schooling ‘A Nation of Singers’
12.00 PM

lecture • questions & answers

Kevin Myers
On the sill, looking in:
The internal exile of the intimate outsider
2.30 PM

afternoon recital

Leo Moran & Pádraig Stevens (The Saw Doctors)
The Pádraig Stevens’ Songbook
3.15 PM

gardens open

EFFE, Festivals for Europe, is an international festival platform
connecting festivals with a deep commitment to the arts, their
communities and to Europe. It was initiated byThe European Finest
Festivals Association, an umbrella organisation for festivals across
Europe and beyond. One of the oldest cultural networks in Europe,
it was founded in Geneva in1952 as a joint initiative of the eminent
conductor Igor Markevitch and philosopher Denis de Rougemont.
Today, based in Brussels, it embraces music, dance, theatre and
multi-disciplinary festivals from 40 countries.
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john waters

eoghan harris

Born in Castlerea, Co. Roscommon, John
held a range of jobs before beginning
part-time work in 1981 as a journalist with
Hot Press, Ireland’s leading rock ’n’ roll paper.
He became full-time there in 1984, when
he moved to Dublin. He went on to write
for Sunday Tribune and later edited In Dublin
magazine and Magill. He was a columnist
with The Irish Times 1991–2014. Author
of nine books, he is also a sometime playwright and songwriter. His books include:
Beyond Consolation; Feckers: 50 People Who
Fecked Up Ireland; Jiving at the Crossroads;
Race of Angels; Every Day Like Sunday?; The
Politburo has decided that you are unwell;
and Lapsed Agnostic. Two new books are
scheduled to be published in 2018: Men
Without Chests: Ireland’s Sleepwalk of Unreason and Give Us Back the Bad Roads. He has
written several plays for radio and the stage,
including Long Black Coat; Holy Secrets;
Easter Dues; and Adverse Possession. He is
a longtime advocate of the signiﬁcance
of fatherhood and the necessity to underpin
the rights of father and child with proper
legal protection. He is a Permanent Research
Fellow of the Center for Ethics and Culture at
the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, USA.

Eoghan Harris is a screenwriter(Sharpe),
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SPEAKERS + PERFORMERS

Abbey playwright (Souper Sullivan) and
award-winning RTÉ television producer (7
Days; Feach). But his chief interest is in promoting pluralist politicians, north and south,
but only a voluntary basis, because ‘paid
advisers can’t tell hard truths’. He ran the
media side of the successful campaigns of
Proinsias De Rossa MEP, 1989 and President
Mary Robinson, 1990. As a speechwriter he
contributed the famous phrase ‘a cold house
for Catholics’ to David Trimble’s Nobel Prize
speech. He currently writes a weekly political
column in The Sunday Independent. He attributes any talent he might have to his Roscommon mother, Margaret Beirne.

•
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DR finola kennedy

michael harding

Fionla has been a Lecturer at University

Michael is a playwright and novelist. His plays

College Dublin and at the Institute of Public

include Strawboys; Una Pooka; Misogynist;

Administration, Ireland. She has served on

Hubert Murray’s Widow; Sour Grapes; and

a number of boards, including the Housing

Amazing Grace, all produced by the Abbey

Finance Agency (Chairman), ACC Bank, and

Theatre. He has written more than a dozen

the Railway Procurement Agency. She was

plays for other leading Irish theatre compa-

a member of the Review Group on the

nies. In an innovative column in The Irish Times,

Constitution and the Commission on the

he has been chronicling ordinary life in mid-

Status of Women. She is the author of the

land Ireland for over ten years. The chronicles

pioneering study, Cottage to Crèche: Family

have evolved into four best-selling books:

Change in Ireland (2001) and Frank Duﬀ,

Staring at Lakes; Hanging with the Elephant;

a life story (2011).

Talking to Strangers; On Tuesday’s I’m a Buddhist,
and he is currently working on a ﬁfth volume.
He is a member of Aosdana.

SPEAKERS + PERFORMERS
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Brian O’Connell

DR karol mullaney-dignam

Brian acted as architect during the restoration

Karol is a lecturer in History and Director of the

of Castlecoote House and the reconﬁguration

MA in Public History & Cultural Heritage at the

of its landscape and approach (including the

University of Limerick. Her research interests

new bridge), reconciling the two great periods

lie in the cultural and social history of Ireland

of its heritage, the Tudor and the Georgian.

in the long nineteenth century, focusing on

He will address the architectural response

processes of individual and collective identity

to the house’s history and illustrate its current

formation. She has a particular interest in the

historical phase as an evolving monument,

socio-economic and political aspects of music

tangible memorial of the race, and as a building

history and studies the roles that music has

today. Castlecoote House and environs are the

played in Irish nation-building. Karol also

story of a living footprint and its contemporary

explores the social life and musical culture

revival. Brian is a director of O’Connell Mahon

of country houses in Ireland and has received

Architects; a Barrister at Law; Fellow and Past

prestigious grants and awards fromthe Irish

President of the Royal Institute of the Architects

Research Council and the Royal Irish Academy.

of Ireland; and Master of Building and Urban

She is a member of the international Sound

Conservation. He was a founder of the Archi-

Heritage network and leads the Sound Her-

tects Council of Europe and was assigned by

itage Ireland project, an intersectoral forum

them to assist in bringing Western European

on the ‘sounding’ of Irish heritage properties.

practices to the USSR and Eastern Europe.

Her work involves public history and heritage

He also acts as an Arbitrator and Conciliator

interpretation projects, notably with The Oﬃce

in construction and associated matters. Brian

of Public Works. Her publications include

has lectured at NUI on Contract Management

Music and dancing at Castletown, Co. Kildare,

and at the University of Ulster on the Law of

1759–1821 (2011), William Despard Hemphill,

Disability in Ireland.

Irish Victorian Photographer (2014) and Aspects
of Irish Aristocratic Life: essays on the FitzGeralds
and Carton House (2014).
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ed vulliamy

kevin myers

Ed Vulliamy, journalist and writer, was educated

Kevin Myers was born to an Irish family living

University College School and at Hertford

in Leicester, where his father was a GP. He stud-

College, Oxford. He joined Granada Television’s

ied history at UCD. He reported from Belfast

World In Action in 1979, and won a Royal Televi-

1971–8, ﬁrstly for RTÉ and then various other

sion Society Award for a ﬁlm about Ireland. In

organisations. He joined The Irish Times in 1980,

1986, he joined The Guardian. Reporting on the

and wrote An Irishman’s Diary from 1981–2006,

Balkan wars he uncovered a gulag of concentra-

during which time he conducted an ultimately

tion camps and won most of the major prizes

successful campaign for a recognition of the Irish

in British journalism for his coverage. He testiﬁed

of the Great War. As well as reporting on the wars

for the prosecution in ten trials at the Interna-

in Lebanon and Bosnia, he became an intermit-

tional Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia,

tent columnist for The Spectator and a regular

including those of Radovan Karadzic and Gen-

one for The Sunday Telegraph. He was a frequent

eral Ratko Mladic. Between 1997–2003, Vulliamy

programme presenter and commentator on

was US correspondent for The Observer based in

Newstalk and Today FM, and was the quizmaster

Washington; later in New York he reported on

on the RTÉ television programme Challenging

the 9/11 attacks. He covered the Iraq war in 1991

Times for nine years. From 2006–13 he worked

and 2003 revealing atrocities by the coalition

for The Irish Independent, and the Irish edition of

invasion forces. His was named Foreign Reporter

The Sunday Times until 2017. He lives in Kildare.

of the Year in 1993 and 1997. From 2003 he
worked along the US–Mexican border, reporting
on migration and the emergent drug wars.
His award-winning book Amexica: War Along the
Borderline was published in 2013 and his highly
praised book The War is Dead, Long Live The War:
Bosnia, the Reckoning appeared in 2017. He left
The Guardian and The Observer in 2016, after 31
years, to become a full-time freelance author,
journalist, librettist and ﬁlm-researcher.
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padraig stevens

leo moran

Padraig was born in Sligo. He has been

Leo is well known as lead guitarist in The Saw

involved in music all his life as a performer

Doctors. Though born in England, his family

and a songwriter. His songs have been

moved to Tuam in Galway before he was one.

recorded and performed by Christy Moore,

He studied French and Sociology at NUI, Galway

Matt Keane, Eleanor Shanley, The Cabin

and later earned a Higher Diploma in Education

Collective, Strange Boats, Ann Kirrane,

and trained as a secondary teacher. He met sev-

Mike Denver, Michael English, and The Saw

eral prominent ﬁgures in the Galway music scene

Doctors with whom he has been associated

including Padraig Boran and Ollie Jennings and

since their inception. He has recorded and

he formed The Saw Doctors with Davy Carton

performed with The Waterboys, Dé Danann,

(Blaze X). In June 2013, Leo founded a new coun-

The Stunning, Blaze X, and The Problems, and

try-rock band, The Cabin Collective. From late

The Saw Doctors with whom he has recorded

2013 to early 2014 he toured with Anto Thistle-

and toured extensively. He is also co-writer

thwaite (The Waterboys and The Saw Doctors).

of their hit songs I Useta Lover, Still the only
One and That’s What She Said Last Night.
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rÓisÍn waters & band

O’DONNELLs & HENDERSON

Róisín Waters O'Shea is a student, singer,

Jon, a professional musician for over 25 years,

musician and apprentice confectioner who

has a distinguished career both as a solo guitarist

grew up in London and Ireland and is cur-

and an ensemble player. Resident guitarist at the

rently living in Paris, where she is married

Café Royal, London (1995–7), he worked with

to Leo. She grew up singing in the church

Patti Boulaye, Rita Coolidge, George Melly, and

choir in Dalkey and listening to Johnny Cash,

Alan Price. He has toured with David Soul, Gwen

later graduating via The Killers to the White

Dickey (Rose Royce), Francisco Yglesias (Los Para-

Stripes. She has performed solo and on occa-

guayos), and the Spanish gypsy band, El Adivinio.

sion as a backing singer with her mother,

Mary, a harpist and singer, has toured in Europe,

Sinéad O'Connor. In this specially-created

North America, Africa and Asia; she has appeared

show, she revisits with some musical friends

on RTÉ, BBC, CNN, and NBC. She gained a PhD

the songs of Percy French, on whose estate

from the University of Limerick, (2009). Author

in Cloonyquinn her great-grandfather, the

of Ireland’s Harp: The Shaping of Irish Identity,

ﬁddler Patrick McGrath, once worked

c.1770–1880 (UCD Press, 2014), she has pub-

as Farm Manager.

lished widely on topics relating to Irish cultural
history, semiotics, and performance studies.
Teresa, a professional harpist and singer, has
performed throughout Ireland, Europe and USA
over 20 years. She has an MA in Performance
& Musicology from TCD; a fellowship of Trinity
College, London; and gained a PhD in Music
Education from St. Patrick’s College where she
also lectured. Her repertoire covers classical,
jazz, pop, Celtic, and Broadway shows. She has
worked alongside Andrea Bocelli, The Chieftains,
The Celtic Tenors, Tommy Fleming, Katherine
Jenkins, Brian Kennedy, and Sinead O’Connor,
and appeared on BBC, RTÉ and CNN.
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REAL & REMARKABLE

Real produce & remarkable flavour . . . whether you fancy a hearty
breakfast, a quick bite, something clean and green or going
‘all out’ for some serious flavour, you’ll find it here.

Open 7 days a week until 9 pm

T

AKE A MAGICAL WALK back through time in the historic
wonderland that is Cavan County Museum! This exciting and
vibrant museum takes history off the page and brings it to life
with larger-than-life outdoor exhibitions such as the 1916 Rising
Experience. Here, you can relive the chaos of the Easter Rising
with a giant replica of the GPO and a walk-though tunnel,
mirroring the cramped conditions endured by the rebels.
Elsewhere, the World War I Trench Experience gives
you the chance to walk around the largest replica
trench in Ireland or Britain and experience how
it felt to fight in ‘the war to end all wars’. It’s so
realistic, you can practically feel the bullets
flying overhead, so make sure you keep low!
Indoors, Cavan County Museum is a treasure
trove of fascinating artefacts from our past,
such as ancient arrowheads that our ancestors
used to hunt, or the mysterious three-faced
Corleck Head.
When finished your tour visitors can enjoy
refreshments in our Coffee Shop and browse
around our beautiful Craft Shop.
All our galleries and facilities are accessible
and family friendly.

PERCY FRENCH FESTIVAL
Ticket Offers 2018
whole day €45
Three Lectures, Afternoon Recital,Tea /Coﬀee & Homemade cakes

LECTURES €15 EACH / AFTERNOON RECITALS €18 EACH
don’t miss out, the festival tickets sell out quickly!
Tickets Tel +353 (90) 66 63794 • info@castlecootehouse.com

NEARBY ACCOMMODATION
HANNONS HOTEL www.hannonshotel.com
Athlone Road, Roscommon +353 90 66 37644 hannonshotel@gmail.com
Bed & breakfast per night €55 pps. Bed & breakfast per night + one evening meal €75 pps
Two nights bed & breakfast + one evening meal €109 pps
THE ABBEY HOTEL www.abbeyhotel.ie
Galway Road, Roscommon, Co. Roscommon +353 90 66 26240
3 Nights B&B with 1 evening meal €220 pps. Single supplement €25 per night
Thursday & Friday: 2 Nights bed & breakfast with 1 evening meal €150 pps. Single supplement €25 per night
Friday& Saturday: 2 Nights bed & breakfast with 1 evening meal €175 pps. Single supplement €25 per night
GLEESONS TOWNHOUSE & RESTAURANT www.gleesonstownhouse.com
Market Square, Roscommon +353 90 66 26954 info@gleesonstownhouse.com
Two nights bed & breakfast, one evening meal, €125 pps. Single supplement €30 per night
Three nights bed & breakfast, one evening meal, €149 pps.. Single supplement €45 per night
Upgrade to suite from €25 pps. Tailored packages are also available for guests wishing to stay for longer time
Complimentary tea/coﬀee and Gleesons scones on arrival. Complimentary pick up from Roscommon rail station.
Preferential taxi rates to/from Castlecoote House
JACKSON’S RESTAURANT & GUESTHOUSE www.jacksonsguesthouse.ie
Market Square, Roscommon t: +353 9066 65599 jacksonguesthouse@gmail.com
CUISLE HOLIDAY CENTRE Donamon, Co. Roscommon +353 90 66 62277 cuisle@iwa.ie www.cuisle.com
Two nights bed & breakfast + 1 evening meal €120 pps. Single supplement €20 per night
Three nights bed & breakfast + 1 evening meal €145 pps. Single supplement €20 per night
CLOONLISS LODGE Mount Talbot, Roscommon +353 90 66 22387 / 087 9435774 www.cloonlisslodge.com
Four star self-catering accommodation
ROSS HOUSE B&B wwww.rosshouse.ie
Gerard & Teresa O’Hara +353 86 3797760 info@rosshouse.ie
STEEPLE VIEW B&B Fuerty Kay: 087-9067553 James: 087-3402631
€35 pps / €50 single room. One mile from Castlecoote House. Transport to and from Castlecoote House available

Roscommon
Lamb Festival
From 2nd to 7th May2018
An internationally recognised food festival
Sheep Sales,Wool Cra Demonstrations, Farmers’ Market,
Cookery Competitions, and much more including
Live music, Family Fun, and even a Mini-Marathon!
For all the events see www.roscommonlambfestival.com

IRELAND’S FAVOURITE
WATERCOLOUR PAINTER

WILLIAM PERCY FRENCH (1854-1920) FALCARRAGH, COUNTY DONEGAL, 1908, watercolour, 6.5 by 9.25 inches
Sold for €5,000 at Whyte’s on 27 February 2017

Whyte’s have a reputation for finding and auctioning fine examples of Ireland’s favourite
watercolour painter, and are the holders of the world record, at €44,000, for an example of his
work. The latter was a large work in its original Belfast pokerwork frame, originally in the
Earl of Iveagh (Guinness) collection. Whyte’s are especially careful to check the authenticity of
all Percy French pictures consigned and give a guarantee on all works sold.
Art auctions in 2018:
26 FEBRUARY, 27 MAY, 1 OCTOBER, 26 NOVEMBER
All these sales will be held in Ireland’s premier venue, the Royal Dublin Society (RDS) Ballsbridge.
Entries accepted up to 6 weeks beforehand. For free valuations and informed advice contact
Adelle Hughes or Peter Whyte at info@whytes.ie or 01 676 2888.

,

WHYTES
SINCE 1783

WHERE IRISH ART IS TRULY VALUED
38 Molesworth Street Dublin D02 KF80 Ireland Tel 01 676 2888 Fax 01 633 5888 www.whytes.ie
Licensed by the Property Services Regulatory Authority. Licence No: 001759

